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ADVENTURE  DAY

ABOUT  THE  DAY

Crystal Kayaking

Dinghy Sailing (Open BIC's)

Yacht Sailing

Hiking 

Activities and challenges throughout
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CLUB .

RUN  SHEET

THE  EXPERIENCE

We will meet your team at Manly Sailing, we are able to

handle small teams up to large corporate groups. We can

arrange expereinces on our dinghies, Crystal Kayaks and

Yachts.

 

Your team will arrive at Manly Sailing for a morning briefing,

they can leave anything not needed for the day here. Guests

can also change here and prepare for the day.

 

Dependant on group size we will split into teams for the day.

 

The day can be split into multiple activities all are self deciding

and an option to be in safety boat or not take part is possible

 

Notes:
Each group to be shuttled to their starting point,

Each group will rotate through the activities

Each activity is self deciding and has a pass option
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MAP

Adventure Day:

- Teams will get to experience a range of different activities

- The course will change slightly on the day to enable each team to finish each

activity and start the next. 

- Each activity will have a challenge incorporated to make it more interesting

- Teams will either finish at Manly Sailing or be taken back on one of our RIBS

- The day will be organised dependent on each teams size

 

 

 

EXAMPLE  IDEA
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SUMMARY

THE  EXPERIENCE

Manly Sailing can provide dependant on your vision:

 

- Sailing Yachts with professional skippers

- Dinghy Boats 

- Crystal Kayaks

- Hike through the National Park

- Manly Sailing Facilities, Changing rooms, Deck area,

Showers  

- Safety equipment, First Aid Kits, Sunscreen, Hand Sanitiser

- Water and snack stations

- Safety Boats, Tender Drivers and Support Staff for running

the day

 

 

Optional Extras:

- A Coffee on arrival can be arranged 

- We work with a local caterer who would be happy to offer a

food truck solution.

- We can find a catering solution for the day. 

 

Pricing:

- Depends on group size

- Activity choice 

- Full day or half day experiences

- Wharf Fee's

- Catering upon request

- Logistics and planning

 

We cannot provide alcohol for sale, we are happy to collect

on your behalf or accept delivery. 

 

We have a large fridge for chilling.


